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E. Sherbon Hills (1975) Physiography of Victoria: An
Introduction to Geomorphology, Australia: Whitcombe and
Tombs, inside front cover and p. 205.
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Harmans Valley
Lava flow - maps combined

1. Ken Grimes’s maps of the lava flow
superimposed on the proposed SGSC SLO
Amendent C36.
2. Difficult to compare the actual areas
delineated because the two maps are
produced using different references.

3. The lava flow is a specific sub-section of the
much broader proposed Amendment C36
overlay (now amended to specifically cover
the lava flow and not the areas outside the
lava flow)
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HFNC interest and concern

Grimes, K. and Munro D. (2009) in D.E. Luhrs, Hamilton Field
Naturalists Club: Environmental Advocacy and Action, 19582008, Diane Luhrs: Hamilton: pp. 116 , 138
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Geological surveys by HFNC members

(Luhrs, 2009: 71)

(Luhrs, 2009: 60)

(Luhrs, 2009: 64)
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(Luhrs, 2009: 271-2)

(Luhrs, 2009: 13)
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(Luhrs 2009: 73)
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Harman’s Valley: Vesicular basalt….

and ropy lava – not just “any old” rocks
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Main Points:
Harman Valley –
Lava flow of stony rises
and lava channel with
raised channel banks.
Byaduk Caves –
Lava tube vegetation
specific to the geology
with small colonies of
southern bent-wing bats,
and sub-fossil remains of
many animals – some
extinct – are all subject to
disturbance through
human activity
Mt Napier –
Classic volcano shape –
one of the region’s most
photographic volcanoes.
(Luhrs 2010)
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Main Points:
Wallacedale tumuli –
Significant geological
phenomena and the
presence of remains of
aboriginal shelters on the
lava flow - very significant
as evidence of Aboriginal
settlement and of the rich
source of food of the
former adjacent swamp.
Mt Napier (continued) –
A rich diversity of plants
and animals but with a
changed vegetation
profile (now dense
bracken) – possibly due
to changed fire regimes.
Several stone walls remain
indicating early European
settlement in the region.
(Luhrs 2010)
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(Luhrs 2010)
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(Luhrs 2010)
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Harman Valley – is a significant part of a much larger volcanic region

Luhrs, 2010: 14
36-7

Aboriginal settlement

Physical evidence of aboriginal settlement remains in
• Stone houses and weirs and fish traps in Budj Bim, and

• Remnants of stone houses along the Harmans Valley lava flow near the
Wallacedale tumuli.
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Aboriginal stone dwellings on Harmans Valley lava flow

(Luhrs 2009: 8)
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(Luhrs 2009: 20)
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Visitors and school excursions - photos by Diane Luhrs 1993-2013
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Mt Napier and Harmans Valley feature in school
geography/science/SOSE curricula with
excursions and reports set as assessment tasks
and as ‘must-see’ places of interest for
international visitors – Monash University
students from Bangladesh and China, 2013.
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Mt Napier and Harmans Valley – February 2018
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Feb 2018

Nov 2001
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Dewar Goode’s 1959 AGM President’s Report

He further added:

…
(Luhrs 2009: 63 )
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‘Unproductive wastelands’ are areas of landscape significance – and
they are ‘productive localities’
1. They retain the remnants of the previously extensive native flora and, therefore, habitats for
native fauna.
2. They contain evidence of local Aboriginal habitation and activity – long after other areas
had been taken up and altered through the activities associated with pastoralism and
agriculture.

Harmans Valley lava flow is one such area – too difficult to cultivate – and, so, conserved….
until the recent arrival of machines able to crush the rocks and hence:
• to disrupt/destroy the geological formation (the rocks) of the lava flow from Mt Napier;
• to eradicate the geological and Aboriginal history of the area;
• and to remove the native flora and fauna of the relatively previously undisturbed lava flow.
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Review of SGSC Planning Scheme Amendment C36 – Part A
1.
2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

Acknowledgement of “a threat of permanent and irreversible damage” to a significant landscape (p. 2).
“The proposed amendment will achieve the objectives of section 4(1)(d) of the Planning and Environment Act 1987 as it aims to
conserve and enhance places of scientific, aesthetic, historical interest and special cultural value” (p.8). Currently the
amendment C36 DOES NOT do so!
“Planning authorities … should endeavour … [to] balance conflicting objectives in favour of net community benefit and
sustainable development for the benefit of present and future generations” (p.8). CONFLICTS WITH POINT 2
“Avoiding development impacts on land that contains … landscape amenity … cultural heritage and recreation values, assets and
recognised uses” (p.8) …. Assessment comment “… development impacts should be avoided” (p.9). AND, specifically, Harmans
Valley is recognized as one such place (p.10). AGREE
Natural resource management – “to protect productive farmland” (p. 10), BUT Harmans Valley lava flow is not currently regarded
as productive farmland (p. 11). AGREE
The real issue is “C36 enables continuation of normal ‘as of right’ farming practices and included exemptions for farm tracks
and fencing. This is considered an appropriate balance with the need for conservation of an area with special cultural value”
(p.11). This is a real problem for managing the lava flow for conservation of significant heritage and landscape values as “as of
right” farming practices have the potential to degrade or destroy the significant features in the Harmans Valley lava flow.
Environmental and landscape values – Assessment comment: “local policy contains strong direction to protect significant volcanic
features and their setting” (p. 16). NOT SO! “Minimise” and “discourage” has not ensured the protection of “volcanic peaks and
features” (p.16).
Key issues discussed – The purpose of the SLO “not to be seen as the only mechanism to control or protect the Harmans Valley
area” (p. 20). The SLO MUST be seen as the mechanism to protect against degradation/ destruction of the remaining intact
volcanic features of the Harmans Valley lava flow and hence of its geology and associated flora, fauna and relics of Indigenous
habitation.
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Conclusions
1. The lava flow in Harmans Valley extending from Mt Napier and containing evidence of significant geological formations

and associated flora and fauna ought to be protected for conservation of this natural history.
2. The lava flow in Harmans Valley contains real and significant evidence of Aboriginal habitation and ought to be
protected because of this anthropological/archaeological significance.

3. The Southern Grampians Shire ought to institute a Significant Landscape Overlay that recognises and protects the
Harmans Valley lava flow and its associated natural and anthropological features but which does not hinder farming
activities outside and/or adjacent to this lava flow.

4. Conservation ought to be over the whole length of the lava flow and not just for selected sections because the
whole flow provides the significant context of the different significant features.
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Conclusions
5. The Southern Grampians Shire Council’s SLO for Harmans Valley must:
* provide a precise map that shows clearly the boundaries of the lava flow and other adjacent significant related features
(such as stone walls), and
* inform the public of which particular areas are included in the SLO, which activities are permitted on this designated area
and which activities are forbidden or subject to SGSC SLO regulation.

The proposed C36 overlay does not appear to specify that the volcanic rocks must not be crushed or moved. Therefore, the overlay does
not appear to protect the integrity of the lava flow and its associated features. The farm business exemptions allowed are problematic for
the protection of the features of this significant landscape.

6. The Southern Grampians Shire Council’s Significant Landscape Overlay ought to include regulation of how, where and how many farm
tracks and fences are constructed along and across the Harmans Valley lava flow to reduce impact over this significant landscape. These
structures should not be exempted from the SLO requirements.
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